1700 Mt Seymour Road, North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V7G 1L3
Tel: (604) 986-2261
www.mtseymour.ca

Mt Seymour Snowplay Rules and Instructions

Group Leader Instructions







Ensure group is dressed appropriately for an alpine environment (waterproof jacket, pants, boots, gloves, and warm hats)
Please check the website for daily weather and operational updates
Group leader check in at the Enquist Lodge in P2 *please see http://mtseymour.ca/trailmap
If arriving by bus: Have group remain on the bus, group leaders, politely proceed inside Enquist Lodge and advise staff that
you’re checking in a group. Passes will be issued to you to give out on the bus or outside of Enquist Lodge
Group leader must remain with their group at all times
Coin operated lockers are available for $0.50 in the Cedar Room on the lower level on the Enquist Lodge. This is not
supervised so it is recommended you leave all valuables at home.

General Rules


Supervisors must be 16 years or older



Passes are mandatory for all persons sliding, those observing (not sliding) are not required to purchase a pass



Snowplay Zone may be used by children under 8 years at no additional cost with paid tobogganing passes for child and
accompanying parent



Mt Seymour is a smoke free mountain therefore smoking is NOT PERMITTED ANYWHERE on mountain



Ski boots, domestic animals, drugs and alcohol are NOT PERMITTED in the Snowplay area



Unsafe behaviour including snowball throwing is NOT permitted in the Snowplay area

Tubing Rules


Children under 122cm (48”) tall, or anyone otherwise deemed unable to slide safely will not be able to use the tube park



Proceed as a group to tube corral for a mandatory safety briefing after checking in with Enquist Lodge Staff



Start at starting gate only and at the direction of the attendant, lane must be clear before starting



One person per tube/per lane



You must lay stomach down, face first, hold both handles, and drag your feet to slow down and to steer



Do not bump or collide tubes, respect the safety of others



Stop before the yellow safety barrier bags and clear out of your lane quickly and safely



Only lift operators can load/unload tubes, secure all loose items before loading and do not touch the cable.



Remain in tube if lift stops but if tube becomes detached exit tube immediately

Tobogganing Rules


Bring your own toboggan, rent a sliding carpet for $1 - while supplies last, or purchase one ($8 small $10 large incl.)



Types of toboggans NOT permitted: inflatables, skis, snowboards, snow decks, cardboard, and homemade devices (anything
mounted on skis or snowboards or with unfinished/sharp edges)



Only one sliding device is permitted to slide in each lane at any time and ensuring lane is clear before starting at gates



Clear out of your lane quickly and safely



You must use your sliding device properly, standing and running starts are NOT permitted

Failure to observe the posted rules and the direction of attendants may result in accident and injury. Failure to observe posted
rules and the direction of attendants will result in removal from the area and confiscation of pass with no refund.
My signature acknowledges that I have read the above instructions and agree to follow and enforce all rules and instructions.
Program Date: ________________________ Group: _________________________________________________________________
Printed name: ______________________________________________ Signature :________________________________________

